
N@TUR@LISTIC N@TUR@LISTIC N@TUR@LISTIC N@TUR@LISTIC     WE@KNESSESWE@KNESSESWE@KNESSESWE@KNESSES        IN IN IN IN     EVOLUTION@RY EVOLUTION@RY EVOLUTION@RY EVOLUTION@RY     THEORTHEORTHEORTHEORYYYY    
^ccept^bl^ccept^bl^ccept^bl^ccept^bleeee    for for for for Tex^sTex^sTex^sTex^s    BiologyBiologyBiologyBiology    textbookstextbookstextbookstextbooks        

underunderunderunder    current First @mendment current First @mendment current First @mendment current First @mendment interpreinterpreinterpreinterpret^tionst^tionst^tionst^tions    ****    
    

iiiiMUST BE SECULAR, NOT MUST BE SECULAR, NOT MUST BE SECULAR, NOT MUST BE SECULAR, NOT """"RELIGIOUSRELIGIOUSRELIGIOUSRELIGIOUS""""iiii""""    

Must not suggestMust not suggestMust not suggestMust not suggest    intelligent design, intelligent design, intelligent design, intelligent design,     
scientific scientific scientific scientific creationismcreationismcreationismcreationism, or a young , or a young , or a young , or a young EarthEarthEarthEarth, , , ,     
whose implied theism is "unscientificwhose implied theism is "unscientificwhose implied theism is "unscientificwhose implied theism is "unscientific...." " " " ****    

iiiiMUST ACCOMMODATE COURT DECISIONSMUST ACCOMMODATE COURT DECISIONSMUST ACCOMMODATE COURT DECISIONSMUST ACCOMMODATE COURT DECISIONSiiii    

Must assume that evolution is scientific, Must assume that evolution is scientific, Must assume that evolution is scientific, Must assume that evolution is scientific,     
creation is religious, and "scientific creation is religious, and "scientific creation is religious, and "scientific creation is religious, and "scientific     
weakness" means "naturalistic weaknessweakness" means "naturalistic weaknessweakness" means "naturalistic weaknessweakness" means "naturalistic weakness."."."."    ****    

****    HAVING NO NONHAVING NO NONHAVING NO NONHAVING NO NON----SECULAR PURPOSE, NEITHER ADVANCING NOR HINDERING RELIGION, INVOLVING NO EXCESSIVE ENTANGLEMENT WITH RELIGIONSECULAR PURPOSE, NEITHER ADVANCING NOR HINDERING RELIGION, INVOLVING NO EXCESSIVE ENTANGLEMENT WITH RELIGIONSECULAR PURPOSE, NEITHER ADVANCING NOR HINDERING RELIGION, INVOLVING NO EXCESSIVE ENTANGLEMENT WITH RELIGIONSECULAR PURPOSE, NEITHER ADVANCING NOR HINDERING RELIGION, INVOLVING NO EXCESSIVE ENTANGLEMENT WITH RELIGION    
    

– eeeex^mple x^mple x^mple x^mple –    
^n^tomic^l versus biochemic^l phylogenies ^n^tomic^l versus biochemic^l phylogenies ^n^tomic^l versus biochemic^l phylogenies ^n^tomic^l versus biochemic^l phylogenies &&&&    homologieshomologieshomologieshomologies    
^nd ^nd ^nd ^nd n^tur^listic we^knesses of "convergent evolution"n^tur^listic we^knesses of "convergent evolution"n^tur^listic we^knesses of "convergent evolution"n^tur^listic we^knesses of "convergent evolution"    

    

Most phylogenies (i.e., evolutionary treesMost phylogenies (i.e., evolutionary treesMost phylogenies (i.e., evolutionary treesMost phylogenies (i.e., evolutionary trees    of common ancestryof common ancestryof common ancestryof common ancestry) reflect anatomical similarities among life forms.  ) reflect anatomical similarities among life forms.  ) reflect anatomical similarities among life forms.  ) reflect anatomical similarities among life forms.      

Phylogenies based on biochemical similaritiesPhylogenies based on biochemical similaritiesPhylogenies based on biochemical similaritiesPhylogenies based on biochemical similarities    often often often often contradict them:contradict them:contradict them:contradict them:    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Phylogenies Phylogenies Phylogenies Phylogenies based onbased onbased onbased on    biochemical similarities invoke "convergent evolution" to explain anatomical similarities biochemical similarities invoke "convergent evolution" to explain anatomical similarities biochemical similarities invoke "convergent evolution" to explain anatomical similarities biochemical similarities invoke "convergent evolution" to explain anatomical similarities 

amongamongamongamong    life forms whlife forms whlife forms whlife forms whichichichich    they they they they portray asportray asportray asportray as    distantlydistantlydistantlydistantly    related.  related.  related.  related.  For instance, For instance, For instance, For instance, horseshoe crabs, reclassified as morehorseshoe crabs, reclassified as morehorseshoe crabs, reclassified as morehorseshoe crabs, reclassified as more    

closely related to spiders than to crustaceansclosely related to spiders than to crustaceansclosely related to spiders than to crustaceansclosely related to spiders than to crustaceans    due to biochemical similaridue to biochemical similaridue to biochemical similaridue to biochemical similaritiestiestiesties, supposedly more closely , supposedly more closely , supposedly more closely , supposedly more closely     

resemble crustaceans than spiders anatomically because of resemble crustaceans than spiders anatomically because of resemble crustaceans than spiders anatomically because of resemble crustaceans than spiders anatomically because of alleged alleged alleged alleged "convergent evolution.""convergent evolution.""convergent evolution.""convergent evolution."    
    

Harvard scientist Stephen Jay Gould wroteHarvard scientist Stephen Jay Gould wroteHarvard scientist Stephen Jay Gould wroteHarvard scientist Stephen Jay Gould wrote    of phylogenies of phylogenies of phylogenies of phylogenies based onbased onbased onbased on    anatomical similarities, "The extreme rarity anatomical similarities, "The extreme rarity anatomical similarities, "The extreme rarity anatomical similarities, "The extreme rarity 

of transitional forms in the fossil record persists asof transitional forms in the fossil record persists asof transitional forms in the fossil record persists asof transitional forms in the fossil record persists as    the trade secret of paleontologythe trade secret of paleontologythe trade secret of paleontologythe trade secret of paleontology    [i.e., the study of fossils][i.e., the study of fossils][i.e., the study of fossils][i.e., the study of fossils]."  ."  ."  ."  

ButButButBut    the number of transitional forms between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with spiders would the number of transitional forms between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with spiders would the number of transitional forms between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with spiders would the number of transitional forms between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with spiders would far far far far 

exceed thoseexceed thoseexceed thoseexceed those    between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with other crustaceans.  between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with other crustaceans.  between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with other crustaceans.  between horseshoe crabs and a common ancestor with other crustaceans.      
    

Biochemical phylogeniesBiochemical phylogeniesBiochemical phylogeniesBiochemical phylogenies    often often often often multiply the number of transitional forms multiply the number of transitional forms multiply the number of transitional forms multiply the number of transitional forms     
missing in the fossil recordmissing in the fossil recordmissing in the fossil recordmissing in the fossil record,,,,    compared to anatomical phylogencompared to anatomical phylogencompared to anatomical phylogencompared to anatomical phylogeniesiesiesies....    

""""Convergent evolution"Convergent evolution"Convergent evolution"Convergent evolution"    often often often often weakens anatomical and biochemical weakens anatomical and biochemical weakens anatomical and biochemical weakens anatomical and biochemical     
similarities similarities similarities similarities as evidence of close common ancestry.as evidence of close common ancestry.as evidence of close common ancestry.as evidence of close common ancestry.    

"Convergent evolution""Convergent evolution""Convergent evolution""Convergent evolution"    discreditsdiscreditsdiscreditsdiscredits    the rival phylogenies it accommodatesthe rival phylogenies it accommodatesthe rival phylogenies it accommodatesthe rival phylogenies it accommodates    
because each is radically different, mutually exclusive, and equally because each is radically different, mutually exclusive, and equally because each is radically different, mutually exclusive, and equally because each is radically different, mutually exclusive, and equally valid.valid.valid.valid.    

    

QQQQ1111:  How does "convergent evolution":  How does "convergent evolution":  How does "convergent evolution":  How does "convergent evolution"    address discrepancies between anatomical and biochemical paddress discrepancies between anatomical and biochemical paddress discrepancies between anatomical and biochemical paddress discrepancies between anatomical and biochemical phylogenies?hylogenies?hylogenies?hylogenies?    

AAAA1111:  It :  It :  It :  It ppppostulatostulatostulatostulateseseses    that morethat morethat morethat more    closely related life forms closely related life forms closely related life forms closely related life forms evolveevolveevolveevolvedddd    traitstraitstraitstraits    like those of lesslike those of lesslike those of lesslike those of less    closely related life forms.closely related life forms.closely related life forms.closely related life forms.    
    

QQQQ2222:  :  :  :  What doWhat doWhat doWhat do    biochemical phylogenies biochemical phylogenies biochemical phylogenies biochemical phylogenies imply about imply about imply about imply about the fossil recordthe fossil recordthe fossil recordthe fossil record, compared to anatomical phylogenies, compared to anatomical phylogenies, compared to anatomical phylogenies, compared to anatomical phylogenies????    

AAAA2222:  T:  T:  T:  There are many morehere are many morehere are many morehere are many more    transitional forms missing in the fossil record.transitional forms missing in the fossil record.transitional forms missing in the fossil record.transitional forms missing in the fossil record.    
    

QQQQ3333:  Do fewer transitional forms in the fossil record enhance or reduce the :  Do fewer transitional forms in the fossil record enhance or reduce the :  Do fewer transitional forms in the fossil record enhance or reduce the :  Do fewer transitional forms in the fossil record enhance or reduce the evidence for evidence for evidence for evidence for "convergent evolution"?"convergent evolution"?"convergent evolution"?"convergent evolution"?    

AAAA3333:  They reduce it.:  They reduce it.:  They reduce it.:  They reduce it.    
    

QQQQ4444:  How does "convergent evolution" :  How does "convergent evolution" :  How does "convergent evolution" :  How does "convergent evolution" often often often often weaken weaken weaken weaken similaritiessimilaritiessimilaritiessimilarities    as evidence of close common ancestry?as evidence of close common ancestry?as evidence of close common ancestry?as evidence of close common ancestry?    

AAAA4444:  It :  It :  It :  It claims thatclaims thatclaims thatclaims that    close common ancestryclose common ancestryclose common ancestryclose common ancestry    isisisis    oftenoftenoftenoften    not the source of similaritiesnot the source of similaritiesnot the source of similaritiesnot the source of similarities....    
    

QQQQ5555:  :  :  :  Why are multiple Why are multiple Why are multiple Why are multiple rival phylogenies a weakness rather than a strength ofrival phylogenies a weakness rather than a strength ofrival phylogenies a weakness rather than a strength ofrival phylogenies a weakness rather than a strength of    evolutionary theoryevolutionary theoryevolutionary theoryevolutionary theory????    

AAAA5555:  :  :  :  Such radicallySuch radicallySuch radicallySuch radically----different, mutuallydifferent, mutuallydifferent, mutuallydifferent, mutually----exclusive, equallyexclusive, equallyexclusive, equallyexclusive, equally----valid phylogenies valid phylogenies valid phylogenies valid phylogenies induce skepticisminduce skepticisminduce skepticisminduce skepticism    over descent.over descent.over descent.over descent.    

2222NDNDNDND    NATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESSSSS 

3333RDRDRDRD    NATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESSSSS 

1111STSTSTST    NATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESSSSS 

Unlike an anatomical Unlike an anatomical Unlike an anatomical Unlike an anatomical 

phylogeny, this biophylogeny, this biophylogeny, this biophylogeny, this bio----

chemical phylogeny chemical phylogeny chemical phylogeny chemical phylogeny 

relates mice more relates mice more relates mice more relates mice more 

closely to three birds, closely to three birds, closely to three birds, closely to three birds, 

one reptile, and four one reptile, and four one reptile, and four one reptile, and four 

fish than to some fish than to some fish than to some fish than to some 

other mammals.other mammals.other mammals.other mammals.    

This cladogram tracks the matrix on Margaret O. 

Dayhoff, Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, 

Vol. V, Supplement 2 (Washington, D.C.: National 

Biomedical Research Foundation, 1976), p. 129. 

4444THTHTHTH    NATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESNATURALISTIC WEAKNESSSSS 


